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ROUND TABLES FOR FAMILY MEALS!

A RELAXED ATMOSPHERE!

MODERN AND COSY PROPOSAL!

 LIVING ROOMS
FRAME COLLECTION!



O Natal é a época mais mágica do ano! O Natal é um misto 
de emoções!
Crianças a brincar, papel de embrulho rasgado, culinária, 
família, união e recordações. O Natal é o dia mais mágico 
do ano, as crianças não conseguem dormir enquanto o Pai 
Natal não chega, as panelas fazem mais barulho que 
nunca, a casa está mais agitada e o calor do interior do lar 
contrasta com o frio lá fora.
Apesar de todas as adversidades deste ano, que parece 
fazer com que o Natal perca a sua magia, temos de ser 
felizes, agradecidos e viver cada momento intensamente!
A Equipa Farimovel, deseja a todos um Feliz Natal! Um Natal 
com aqueles que gosta verdadeiramente, com as melhores 
sobremesas e com muita felicidade! Celebre a vida, brinde 
as conquistas e cubra-se de esperança!

FRAME COLLECTION

FRAME COLLECTION!
LIVING ROOMS



A MODERN AND COSY
PROPOSAL!

The living room is the social heart of the home. It is where families gather to 
socialise, watch television and rest after a hard day's work. It is also the 
place to receive guests for pleasant moments of sharing and to engage in 
activities such as reading a book, watching a movie or working. Those 
who have children know that the living room is one of the main stages for 
games and play. 



FRAME COLLECTION

What colour should you paint your living room to 
make it look bigger? The first answer that comes to 
mind is white, the most obvious choice, but not the 
only one. There are other shades that can give a 
new élan to your living room, without losing space. 
The red colour brings a level of comfort that other 
colours generally lack. Research shows that warm 
colours tend to create the sensation that the walls 
are closer together and, according to experts, 
whenever we have a covering with a high 
concentration of pigments, it is normal that light 
absorption occurs and this, in theory, causes the 
brain to be deceived, creating this false impression 
of cosiness, comfort and receptivity. 



Frame Collection by Farimovel Furniture presents several compositions for living rooms 
where you will certainly find an option adjusted to your space and your personality.
In this collection you will find several furniture options where you can combine the 
red lacquer with lighter wood tones and thus create your living room bolder, but 
balanced. With the red details in your living room furniture ensures an immediate 
energy, red brings with it a range of sensations ranging from love, energy through 
sensuality. These tones bring life to your living spaces and bring your personality into 
the room.



ATMOSPHERE!
A RELAXED

In a "less is more" vibe you will find pieces in a minimalist style with differentiating details, 
where the focus of your room will be the furniture. 
This collection offers from bolder finishes such as reds to more nude and pastel shades. 
According to several experts, at the moment when the resident chooses the colour, he will 
need to think, on an individual basis, what purpose the room will have: "if the idea is to 
convey calm and security for a moment of relaxation, like reading a book or watching a 
movie on TV, the ideal will be to bet on neutral and versatile colours. White, light grey, light 
brown and pastel shades are colours that will make the space seem bigger than it really is.



Where to place the television? It's not always easy 
to find the right space for your television and, let's 
face it, it's not the most beautiful thing ever, although 
nowadays televisions are slim and have a much 
more interesting design than the heavy boxes of 
yesteryear. At Frame Collection the living room 
furniture is already designed to accommodate your 
television and fit it into the space in a harmonious 
way.

The space where we spend most time at home is 
probably the living room. Because of the way it is 
used and the fact that it is exposed to the outside, it 
deserves special care. We should, for this reason, 
dedicate a greater decorative effort to it. For all 
these reasons, we are allowed to risk a little more 
and follow the trends. Have you ever thought of 
placing a coffee table and a puff in your living room 
and thus having two different decorative pieces, but 
at the same time, with practical utility? Farimovel 
Furniture, in its Frame Collection, presents a puff that 
will inevitably be a highlight in your living room. 
Besides being able to seat more people in your 
space, this puff can be used as a coffee table in 
your living room. Pieces with dual functions always 
make a difference!



FÉNIX
Collection

FÉNIX COLLECTION is a line that reveres
the timelessness of Greek Classicism, the
sublime heritage of Western Civilisation,
which marks its identity through rebirth
and reinvention.
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FRAME COLLECTION

“Every day is an excuse 
to enjoy a meal in the 
dining room! 
So, investing in beautiful 
décor as well as in good 
pieces furniture, is always 
a winning bet.”
DINING ROOM FRAME COLLECTION





FRAME COLLECTION

Every day is an excuse to enjoy a meal in the dining 
room! Therefore, investing in a beautiful decor, as well as 
in good pieces of furniture, is always a winning bet.
The dining room is a space for socializing and 
entertainment par excellence, so it may be the right 
ambience to take a chance on decoration and have fun 
with it! Decorating a space is to give a bit of our 
personality and our style, making it an extension of us.
If you have not yet decorated your dining room, Farimovel 
Furniture presents several versatile solutions where you 
will surely find an option that suits your personality. 

DINING ROOM
ROUND TABLES FOR
FAMILY MEALS !





FRAME COLLECTION

FRAME COLLECTION
IN  THE  DIN ING ROOM THE TABLE

IS  SOVERE IGN!

In this room the table is sovereign!!! It will always be the centre of attention, because it is sitting 
around a table that socialising happens. 
Today we highlight the versatility of round tables in a dining room. 
With a larger or smaller diameter, the round table is always versatile for all spaces, allow all 
people to sit side by side and can actively socialise. The round table of the Frame collection 
is unique in its design and versatile in its occupation. It has extensions that complete the top, 
allowing up to 10 people to be seated.



Meetings of friends or family parties are hardly ever held in the dining room. Because people 
can't combine anything with other people that isn't around a table with food. A lunch or a 
dinner are excellent excuses to have with us who we like the most, hence the importance 
that our dining room assumes in our home and in our daily life. 
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